Abstract: To guarantee the safe operation of systems, it is necessary to use systematic techniques to detect and isolate faults for the purpose of diagnosis. The Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) of nonlinear systems with coupling multiple energies became a difficult task. This why, we propose in this paper, the exploitation of the behavioral and structural properties of graphs (Bond Graph and Signed Directed Graph) combining with a Principal Component Analysis method (PCA). Therein, a coupled Bond Graph model is used for modeling methodology. A Signed Directed Graph (SDG) is then deduced. Fault detection is later carried out by graph coloring. The localization of the actual fault is performed based on a nonlinear PCA (NLPCA) and back/forward propagations on the SDG. The proposed approach is tested on the thermofluid case study and some simulations are provided.
INTRODUCTION
The fault detection and diagnosis are key issues for safe and optimal process operation. Existing literature is abundant with research works on fault diagnosis. Depending upon the knowledge used and the nature of information processing various techniques, for fault diagnosis, can be broadly categorized as a quantitative model-based method (Bond Graph (BG) ...), quantitative data-driven approach (principal component analysis, neural-networks...), qualitative model-based (signed directed graph, fault-tree ...). In this context, a SDG model captures both the information flow and the direction of effect (increase and decrease). Iri et al. (1979) were the first to introduce SDG for modeling chemical processes. Rule-based method using SDG has been used for fault diagnosis (FD) by kramer and palowitch (1987) . Recently, Maurya et al. (2003) has proposed algorithms for the systematic development of SDG and digraphs for various types of systems and gave methodologies for SDG analysis to predict the initial and steady-state response of system which is very important for fault diagnosis. To improve the isolability of faults, this graph has been integrated with many approaches like the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Vedam and Venkatasubramanian (1999) , where a fault detection is performed using the PCA and the SDG model is involved to isolate the root causes. Yet, quantitative models, are described by mathematical relations and deduced from the fundamental laws (physical and chemical domains) and known as "residual methods". The BG tool, as a unified multi-energy domain, is especially suitable for developing models engineering processes and FDI. It was defined initially by Paynter (1961) , this method allows covering of causal paths for the analysis of linear or nonlinear systems, modeled mono-energy Rahmani et al. (1997) or multienergy systems Ould Bouamama (2005) with parameter uncertainties El Harabi (2011). Thus, a methodology to generate Analytical Redundancy Relations (ARR s) from a bond graph model is developed. Methods based on principal component analysis could be very attractive for failure detection. This method can handle high dimensional and correlated process variables. In recent years, the PCA has been used in the statistical process control area such as process monitoring Raich and Cinar (1996) and sensor fault identification Dunia et al. (1996) . However, principal component analysis is a linear approach, and most engineering problems are nonlinear. To overcome this problem, a nonlinear model to generate residuals for fault detection and isolation is given. Hastie and Stuetzle (1989) proposed a principal curve methodology to provide a nonlinear summary of a m-dimensional data set. However, this approach is nonparametric and can not be used for continuous mapping of new data. To overcome this parametrization problem, an auto-associative neural network Kramer (1991) has been used. After all in our previous works Smaili et al. (2012b) , Smaili et al. (2012a) diagnosis based on BG is done through generation ARR s which are a complex task, fault detection and isolation based on SDG method is made by getting initial or steady-state response and propagation through paths which can generate a spurious solutions that can not indicate the actual fault. To overcome these problems, we propose a new fault detection and isolation algorithm. The main contribution of the present work is the development of a combined nonlinear dynamic PCA and graphical approaches-based fault diagnosis algorithm. The proposed approach concerns use of coupled bond graph models for modeling using the behavioral, structural and causal properties of an integrated graphical tool. A signed directed graph is hence deduced. Fault detection is later performed using initial responses of all measured variables. Whenever an abnormality is indicated, a nonlinear dynamic PCA and back/forward propagations through paths from exogenous variables to system variables on SDG model are combined so as to identify fault roots. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents briefly a graphical representation. After that, in Section 3, nonlinear PCA and its interest for FDI is given. The integrated design scheme combining graphical and nonlinear PCA approaches of FD system is given later. Then, the efficiency of the proposed methods for monitoring is shown through a case study described in section 5. The concluding remarks and future scope of works are mentioned in section 6.
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
Before starting the description of the proposed algorithm, it is necessary to introduces same notations used in this paper.
Graph
In graph theory, the graph G is defined as a dual pair (S, A) where S = {s 1 ...s i ...s n } is the node set of graph G, A = {a 1 ...a i ...a n } is the edge set of graph. Therefore, a function f : (S, A) → Ξ where Ξ ∈ R + gives the wight of S and A.
Graph coloring
The graph coloring is the way of coloring the nodes of a graph such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. For a given graph G, a function c s :
Similarly, an edge coloring assigns a color to each edge so that no two adjacent edges share the same color. otherwise, color of nodes can be classified into three colors:
• white: when s i is unvisited; • gray: when s i is visited and c s (succ(s i )) = white; • black: when s i is visited and c s (succ(s i )) = gray or black.
Breadth First Search and Depth First Search
• The Breadth First Search (BFS) begins at a root node and inspects all the neighboring nodes. Then for each of those neighbor nodes in turn, it inspects their neighbor nodes which were unvisited, and so on. From the standpoint of the algorithm, all child nodes obtained by expanding a node are added to a FIFO (First In, First Out) queue.
• The Depth First Search (DFS) is an algorithm for traversing or searching a tree, tree structure, or graph. One starts at the root (selecting some node as the root in the graph case) and explores as far as possible along each branch before backtracking.
Signed Directed Graph
The signed directed graph is a particular case of graphs where functions f s : S → Ξ, Ξ ∈ {+, 0, −} and f A : A → Ξ, Ξ ∈ {+, −} are the sign of nodes and edges respectively. Nodes in the SDG represent system variables: input, output and state variables, its sign represent the qualitative state, indeed, "0" is the normal state, "+" and "-" indicate, respectively, if this variable is increasing or decreasing from it normal state. Edges of the SDG modeled cause and effect relations between different variables. "+" and "-" means that cause and effect change respectively in the same sense or in the opposite sense.
Bond Graph
The Bond Graph is a graph where its nodes represent BG elements and edges show the power transfers within a system. BG is unified for all physical fields Dauphin-Tanguy (2000) . A detailed presentation of the bond graph method is contained in Dauphin-Tanguy (2000) Ould Bouamama (2005) . In process engineering processes, several phenomena (chemical, thermal and fluidic) are coupled. In addition to matter transformation phenomena, chemical and electrochemical processes involve additional complexity in the modelling task, since the mass that flows through the process carries the internal energy which is stored in it, and which is thus transported from one location to another in a non dissipative fashion. Power variables are thus in vectorial form Ould Bouamama (2002):
(1)
(2) where e h , e t and e c represent respectively the thermal effort (specific enthalpy h or the temperature T ), the hydraulic effort (the pressure P ), and the chemical effort 
PCA-BASED PROCESS DIAGNOSIS
The principal component is defined as a linear transformation of the original variables into a new set of variables which are uncorrelated to each other. PCA involves the decomposition of a data matrix X ∈ R m×n , which contains m sampled observations of n process variables, into a transformed subspace of reduced dimension. X is assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. The covariance matrix of X is defined as:
The linear transformation is: T = XP (4) where T ∈ R m×n is the principal component matrix, and the matrix P ∈ R n×n contains the principal vectors which are the eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues λ i (in decreasing magnitude order) of the covariance matrix Σ. The partition of eigenvectors and principal component matrices are given as follows: Therefore, equation 4 becomes:
The matricesX = XĈ and E = XC denote, respectively, the modelled variations and nonmodelled variations of X based on l components (l < m). with the matricesĈ =PP T andC = I −Ĉ constitute the PCA model. Fault detection using PCA is performed by monitoring the residuals. There are two detection index: the SP E (squared prediction error) is a statistic that measures the lack of fit of the PCA model to the data and the Hotelling's T 2 represents the major variation of the data. At time k, the detection index SP E and T 2 are given, respectively, by:
These quantities suggest the existence of an abnormal situation in the data when:
where δ 2 α and T 2 α are, respectively, control limit for SP E and T 2 . χ 2 l,α is a distribution with l degree of freedom.
When the fault is occurred and detected, it is important to identify fault roots and apply the necessary corrective actions to eliminate the abnormal data. Hence, contribution plots Miller et al. (1998) are used to identify the faulty variables. The contribution of process variable j to the SP E-statistic at time period k is:
cont
In the case of T 2 -statistic, the contribution of the process variable x j for a normalized principal component
(σ i is a singular value equal to √ λ i ) is:
Thus, the total contribution to the T 2 -statistic of a variable x j is as follows:
Consequently, a process variable is identified as a fault when it has the higher contribution plot.
Dynamic PCA method
Dynamic principal component analysis (DPCA) proposed by Ku Ku et al. (1995) aims at finding dynamical linear relations between the process variables which consider a t l time-lagged, this is done by combining the observations of the measurement vector with the s previous observations in the data matrix as follows:
The procedure for selecting t l is discussed in detail in Ku et al. (1995) .
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The new algorithm presented in this section is dedicated to fault detection and isolation for nonlinear systems, in which the BG and SDG and NLPCA tools are combined. Overall flow of the proposed algorithm (Fig 1) is explained below:
(1) Modelling step: it is to get graphical model systems by developing a signed directed graph model directly from the bond graph (Table 1) . (2) Fault detection: by using the graph coloring and the Breadth First Search in the SDG model that deduced, a fault is detected when the non-zero sign of a measured variable, due to changes in an exogenous variable, is given. The Breadth First Search is complete when all measured variables are visited and their sign are determined. (3) Fault isolation: when a fault is detected, contribution plots of process variables are determined using a NLPCA, the variable with a higher contribution is the faulty variable. So, it is selected and if it is a measured node in the SDG, then the backward-propagation from this variable to the fault node is performed.
If it was an exogenous variable then it constitutes a candidate fault.
CASE STUDY
The case study deals with a thermo-fluid system Noura (2009) depicted in Fig. 2 , where Q 0 and T 0 are respectively the output flow and the temperature of the outlet fluid. Parameters values are defined in Table 2 .
The coupled bond graph model in integral causality is depicted in Fig. 3 . The two ports C ht represent the coupled thermal and hydraulic energies of the stored fluid (considered here in under saturated state) is decoupled into thermal and hydraulic capacity C t and C h . S f : P u , S f : Q i and S e : T i modelled, respectively, a thermal flow source, an inlet mass flow, and a temperature of the inlet fluid (considered constant). The coupling is modelled by the fictive R c1 and R c2 elements in thermal bonds. Based on BG-SDG analog (see Table 1 ), the signed directed graph model of the thermo-fluid system is deduced directly from a coupled bond graph model, as shown in Fig. 4 . Now, we consider 9 faults (actuator, sensor and process) affected the system. These faults are listed in Table 3 .
Initially all edges are white and all the nodes are in the normal state (f s (S i ) = 0). Nodes of degree d To isolate faults, the NLPCA is used. The case study has six measured variables (
T . Here, only m = 61 samples are used. The proposed approach is based on a neuronal NLPCA model with five layers with three hidden layers. We have chosen to extract the nonlinear principal components by parallel way. In this example, three nonlinear components (l = 3) have been retained with t l = 1. When a leakage in the tank (R(+)) is produced, the contribution of process variables to T 2 -statistic, as shown in Fig. 6 , indicate that only the variable 4 (h) has the highest contribution with a negative sign. This variable is selected and as h is a measured variables in the SDG model, therefore, the backward propagation from this variable is performed. By exploiting causal paths between 
Leak in the tank Process R(+) statistic (Fig. 7) , the variable with a higher contribution (h) is selected. We conclude that fault diagnosis of each process is performed using the proposed method. The result of a fault isolation is consistent when actuator fault is occurred. But whenever a process fault (leakage in the tank R(+)) two possible faults are determined, hence this drawback of the present algorithm is due to the complexity of each system and as known of the SDG approach is a qualitative one that need more information about faults.
CONCLUSION
An automated framework for the interpretation of causal graphical approaches (coupled BG and SDG) using a nonlinear dynamic PCA to perform process monitoring and diagnosis has been developed. An advantage of this approach is the automation of SDGbased fault diagnosis where the situation ambiguities to determine the faulty variables are replaced by automated interpretation of the contribution plots using nonlinear dynamic PCA. The proposed algorithm also reduced the number of spurious solutions of the SDG-based fault diagnosis, in which a faulty variable is selected by nonlinear PCA and the use of back/forward propagation on the SDG. Efficiency of this combination is illustrated on the thermo-fluid system which make in evidence the interaction of two energies (hydraulic and thermal), so that a coupled bond graph is suitable tool to model this kind of processes.
In the future work algorithms for the diagnosis of uncertain systems based on the BG-LFT model will be developed.
